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All decked out…
Founders have extended their upper deck, creating an even more
comfortable & luxurious dining space.
The expanded area is perfect for sundowners &
evening braais next to the pool.
The entire camp is looking particularly beautiful,
vibrant & lush this summer season.

Seeds of love…

Lapalala Wilderness has a number of areas where rich, red
soils dominate – these are the sweet veld areas that are
loved by all ungulate species.
Lapalala has embarked on a ploughing and seeding plan for certain
areas as part of the greater land management portfolio.
Seeds being planted are all sweet grass species such as

Digitaria, Cynodon & Chloris species to name a few - &
they are even colour coded to make sowing easier.

Mosquito research…
University of Pretoria PhD researchers Todd Johnson &
Milehna Guarido return to Lapalala on a monthly basis to set
up mosquito nets to see what insects
& vector species they can trap.
Now that the rains have come, insect populations are up & their findings
are increasing.
The latest rains have provided pools where they can find tiny
mosquito eggs, larvae & other entomological treasures.

Ellie collars…
Even though the arrival of the elephants has been
rescheduled to early 2017, the Lapalala team are ready!
The collars will be placed on specific individuals to help track their
movements once they arrive.
The collars weigh approximately 5 kg’s and will be carefully
fitted and secured when placed on the elephant.
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Rock art…
Lapalala is fortunate to have both Iron Age & Stone age
settlements on the Reserve – as well as rock art.
Team members from UNISA’s Anthropology & Archaeology
Department have been conducting a Heritage Impact Assessment
on the Reserve, which will help preserve this amazing history.
Using algorithm technology, previously faded rock art
images come alive & more detail can be identified.

Room with a view…
This stunning viewing platform is nestled amongst the
thick trunk & boughs of a fig tree ( Ficus burkei ).
It is located at the Eland Plains custodian site & looks over the open
grasslands where a myriad of game species congregate.
These private platforms give custodians the opportunity
to truly experience the magic at each site.

Long service awards…
Congratulations to Jermina Mangwane, Daniel Morve,
Jacob Mosethana & Johannes Mosehlana.
They were all presented with their 5-year service certificates at
the staff party.
It was a very festive celebration & a great way to end
off a busy & productive year.

Wild Cats…
African Wild Cats ( Felis silvestrus ) are elegant and elusive
nocturnal predators & were recently captured on the
Panthera traps.
Their tawny pelts give them perfect camouflage amongst the tall bush
veld grasses.
They have excellent hearing & hone in on rustles or noises
in the long grass, using their long legs to leap & spring
onto unsuspecting rodent prey.
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Aardvark ramble…
Aardvark ( Orycteropus afer ) roam the bush veld
after dark & are not often seen – but this one was
captured on camera.
Rather like small, compact mammalian tanks, they trundle over
the landscape & use their immensely powerful front legs &
claws to gouge out networks of holes & tunnels – as well as to
rip up the nests of their favourite prey.
They feed on ants & termites and use their long
sticky tongues to scoop up & eat the insects once the
colonies are exposed.

Merry Christmas…
The entire Lapalala team wishes everyone much joy & happiness for
the upcoming Festive Season!
It has been a busy & productive year with many things achieved on the Reserve.
After a good rest, the Lapalala team Reserve will be back in full
swing again in the New Year.
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